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Abstract– Big data stands for effective handling of large amount
of data, research, mining, intelligence. In social media large
amount of data uploaded every.Social media handle large amount
of data like photo, video, songs and so many using big data. When
it comes for big data, a large amount of data should be effectively
handled. Big data face various challenges like clustering of data,
visualizing, data representation, data processing, pattern mining,
tracking of data and analysing behaviour of users. In this paper
the Emoji in messages are decoded and Unicode will be set. Based
on the Emoji the user interest can be understood in a better way.
Then another part involves the replacement of repeated data by
using the map Reduce algorithm. Mapping of data with key values
used to reduce the size of storage.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Big data is data set stands for collection of data is emerging
with lots of scope. Social mining is the process of extracting
useful information from a large collection of data. The social
mining will helps to identify a person and also helps in
marketing, gain of customers, research, getting details about
various products and for wide communication. A large
amount of data is shared via social mediathat are stored in big
data. In YouTube (type of social media) seventy two hour size
video will be uploaded for every minute. Big data is well
known for its 4v + value models. It says that with big data it
is possible to handle large amount of data (volume) , various
types of data that may be structured, unstructured or semistructured (Varity), timely act of storing and retrieving of data
(velocity), high flow of data (variability) and finally the value
of data. The big data faces challenges in the field of data
storage and analysing a person interest. Cognitive system
enables continuous gathering of persons interest and develop
the system which acts based on the data collected from the
person.
In this paper the decoding of Emoji takes place. The Emoji
are given high priority to under the user interested. Emoji are
considering as important part of the post or tweets. Identify
the Emoji in the tweet and decoding the Emoji. The second
most challenges of big data is how the data are stored in the
storage. The map Reduce is a type of algorithm used to

reduce the memory by avoiding the unwanted data or repeated
data. The key values are arranged for every data stored in the
big data. In case the word exists in the big data, the word can
be replaced with the key value. This process reduces the
overall memory of data base. By this the delay in processing
of data can be reduced which increases the efficiency of data
storage.
1.1 Methodolgy
Nowadays there is growth of social media and mining
increases at larger rates. Those eventually increase the
challenge, issues and also the risk factors in handling of data.
When it comes for big data, the name itself says the storage
should be large in size and also the optimization of the data in
the storage. In this paper Unicode of Emoji takes places. It
also involves the replacing of repeated data with the key
values. It says what essential data are so that unwanted data
can be removed. The major crises of analysing algorithms can
be reduced. It result in better understanding of the user
interested and clustering can be done based on the interests.
II.

RELATED WORKS

The cognitive social mining gains the attraction of social
media and big data. The cognitive mining helps in better
understating of users in the social medial. The users interests
are understand more accurate and based on their likes and
behaviours their Suggestion varies. Large amounts of data are
handled effectively, organized automatically, navigating of
data. The data mining involves a large collection of data of
different types it can be structured or unstructured. The fusion
of data involves among the data which have common
behaviour or similarly in patter mining [1]. The inputs cannot
be stored directly into the memory it should be analysed
before storing or processing. The data processing involves
replacing the natural languages with the actual words. For
example LOL can be stored as “Laugh Out loud” that can be
effectively stored in the data storage [2]. The data that are
posted in the twitter are artificially compressed since it allows
only maximum of 140 characters at a time, So there must
involves the natural data processing, to increase the data
storage[1][3].
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Everything around us creates an era of big data. To extract
useful information from the big data it should be optimised in
previous. In order to obtain the result as soon as possible the
input data must be optimized. It also says the all new
application growth should come under the umbrella of social
mining, big data and pattern analysis [4]. The big data also
involves demand based driven of information.The big data
handles the reciprocal and bipartite social network. Anagreed
relationship between two or more persons through social
network is social media [5].
2.1 Social Cognitive Theory
There is relationship between the person, environment and
behaviours. The interaction between people should be a
construction of self-efficient for the better understanding of
users. Self-efficiency stands for the confidence to do a task
[6]. The big data is a large scale system, it follows various
algorithms. Retrieve, reuse, revise and relevant are the used in
the big data for effective mining [7].
Personal knowledge management involves the connection and
establishment of network for communication. It also involves
the process of understanding other agents and then works in a
coordination among them [8]. The human computer
interaction is varying essential for understanding the user
interest and dislikes. The embracing the social network
involves for effective handling of data [9].
2.2 Relationship Model
It is a process of extraction of various types of information
from large data storage. It is used for effective handling of
wanted data. The big data follow various types of algorithm
for handling data. K-means clustering [10], It involves
grouping of data of k-clusters data sets. Every k cluster
belongs to k centres. Thus the clustering is done to the nearest
centric. Neural Network consists of nonlinear dependency
functions. Sequential clustering involves grouping of data of
similar data types[12]. No tool automatic identification of
personal data, it will be done by repeated analysing of data. It
can be used for the preparation, selection of data, scaling the
size of data, collecting of large amount of data and then
processing [13].
2.3 Clustering
Clustering stands for the grouping of data. The clique stands
for the networks that have very close similarity with
neighbour data and can be accessed quickly. N-cliques is a
long stringy grouping of data. It helps for the better
understanding. K-palerit’s intype of algorithm for the better
understanding of similar data[14].

2.4 Like Mining
Social media become a medium to share the likes and dislikes
of users. It helps in better understanding of the users. It is
possible to create a network of likeminded peoples [15]. It is
possible to generate a solution for the non-linear data can be
reduced[15]. Social decision support was developed as
computational support to analyse the users [15][16].
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system involves the analysis of Emoji the post
and to reduce the memory size by using map reduce
algorithm. It is divided into four modulo which are explained
below
3.1 Social Intelligence
Social media is the place where the users can share their
views and interest. Based on the shares it is possible to decide
about the users. Nowadays Emoji plays a vital role in
deciding about the person. Peoples used to post data with the
Emoji. In the phase of analysis the Emoji are consider as
important part (deciding Emoji helps to understand about the
user). For every Emoji Unicode will be assigned. The Emoji
will of negative form or positive form. If a sentence followed
by negative Emoji makes the sentence negative. Let us
consider a instance post by a person is “I like mango(inverted
hands)” . Now the Unicode for the inverted hand is negative
value. So the sentence will be reformed as “I hate apple”. This
data will be stored in the users’ details.
3.2 Social Handover
In the social media the data about the users are shared with
the company or service providers for marketing based on user
interest. The interest of users are collected using the like and
dislike buttons in social media. If the user is not analysed
correctly then the user will be getting unwanted data and
message. For instance if a person post I like dog (angry
smile), it indicates that the person hates dogs. So the person
data will not be shared to any of the dog consultancy. It saves
the time and efficiency of social media. The interest of
persons is also understood in the effective way. Now the
clustering of data take place only with the peoples having
similar interest.
3.3 Social Decision Making
This phase involves in the reducing the storage by using the
map reduce algorithm. By using the map reduce algorithm the
repeated values are replaced by their key values. For every
data in the big data can be store effectively by using the key
values for each data. A temporary memory can be created to
store the repeating data. Whenever the data is needed it can be
replaced by the key values. It reduces the size of memory. In
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this phase the data processing will takes place. It involves the
text analysis which removes the unwanted data. For instant “I
like apple” in this post like apple will be stored and repeated
words will be replaced with the unique. Similarly there is post
say I like apple, it denotes two things it may be apple phone
or fruit apple. By using the Emoji of phone it can be identified
as apple phone. Then the suggestions for the person will be
given related to the apple phone. Thus the user can be
understand in more effective way and able to get clear
visualization of the users

Fig 1 : Proposed Approach

3.4 Cognitive Mining
In social media there are large number of data of large size
are shared every day. In this data it is possible to have the
repeating data. The repeating data will leads to the waste
usage of memory. If the repeating data are found then
repeating data can be replaced with their reference. From the
large storage sub domain storage will be created for users
based on their interest and like. Thus handling of large
number of users of similar likes can be handled effectively
with low memory capacity. For instance thousands of people
have similar likes, allowing them for direct accesses for the
domain storage will slow down the processing speed of social
media. If a sub domain is created for users of similar choice,
it can reduce the over count of users accessing main domain.
The functioning of sub domain will be same as the main
domain storage.
IV. CONCLUSION
The social media is developing continuously with increasing
customers and large volumes of data are shared. The usages
of Emoji in social media have increased in larger scale.In this
paper the problem of storage size can be reduced. By using
the map reduce algorithm is used to reduce the memory. Only
reference will be given to the repeating data. Thus the

analysis of Emoji plays a vital role in social media. By
considering the Emoji in the message it is possible to
understand the users likes and dislikes. In social media
cognitive involves getting data about the user and predicts the
user action. It so removes the unwanted data and repeated
data. Efficiency, performance and mining speed everything
will be increased.
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